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WHAT IS ECS?

The Education Commission of the States
(ECS) is a nonprofit organization formed
by interstate compact to further wotking
relationships amttng governors; state leg-
islators and educators for the improvement
of education at all levels.

ECS is in business to serve its 46 member states,
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands. Periodically, the
states ask what ECS can do for them or what ECS
has done Among the numerous services that are
available.

1. Information about state education legisla-
tion, program initiatives, legislative studies
and court cases affecting education.
ECS ls the largest single repository of this type of
information and is implementing a 24hour
informiition answering capability to respond to
inquiries about major education issues within one
working. day

2. Staff resources in almost all areas of
priority state-concern.
The highly qualified ECS professional and technical
personnel have experience at all leveli of government
and ail fields of education planning, research and
program implementation Whether funded with the

. fees of -ember states or supported by foundation
and federal grants, all personnel are availaNe to
member states for advice and consultation fov
program review and analysis. Special briefings or-
seminar sessions for state officials can be arranged.
Staff members travel to states regularly in response to
specific stale 'requests

3. Forums for the examination of critical
issues.

ES spon&ors, and often cosponsors with other
organizations, a wide- range of meetings that bring
together, political and education leaders from both
state and federal levels to exchange ideas and to make
policy recommendations about major issues.
Through jhe ECS annual meeting, steering
committee meetings, task force meetings, special
seminars, inservice training programs and briefing
sessions, governorg, state education agency person-
nel, budget officers, college and university
administrators, faculty members .and_legtslators meet
and work togethet.

4.. publicatidns and research materials.
ECS develdps and distributes'each year more than 50

Y

reports and "newsletters /that provide specialized
information needed by state decision makers. Among
them are research briefs summarizing state
legislative trends on critical topics; policy-related
outlines of alternative approaches to critical
problems; timely surveys of current happenings, like
Legislative Review which appears biweekly during
state legislative sessions, Compact magazine, which
provides leadership perspective on education and
politics; and reports like those of the National
Assessment of Educational Progress, with informa-
tion about the status of education in the country
today.

5. Technical assistance in Selected high-
priority areas.
In some highly technical areas, ECS has hard-to-find
staff expertise available to the states. The Education
Finance Center and National Assessment Project are
two specific examples By special state contract, these
projects can provide, for a limited time, expertise
most states dq'not have. In addition, ECS can often
idemify, other individuals working on the problem
somewhere in the country and make them available
at ECS or state expense.

6. Draft model legislation and executive
orders.
Many ECS activities produce legislative alternatives
or executive orders in draft form that .states can
consider as they review or inmate major state
programs

7. Communication with the federal govern-
ment.
ECS provides a channel for states to the federal
gqvernment and helps interpret the impact on the
'states of federal initiatives

8. An extensive collection of unpublished
state materials.
ECS maintains a unique resource collection of
primaiily unpublished plans and reports on
education programs and problems in the states.
Although there are not resources to disseminate these
materials, member states are encouraged to make use
of them Denyer

9. Publicity for outstanding state practices.
Through the ECS publications program, national
attention is often attracted to proven state activities
or emerging directions that are unquestionably of
worth to other states
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HOW TO USE

THIS COMBI -NED GUIDE AND QUESTIONNAIRE

his publication consists of three major sections, each of which has a distinct
function. The three sections are as follows:

Issues, Options, and Arguments

This is a narrative description' of the choices available in minimum
competency testing. It covers the same topics as the Discussion
Guides but in a different style. It is background reading for those
who prefer essays to checklists and have time to read more than the
Discussion Guides. -

. Eight Discussioh Guides with Questions and Answers"

These tare eight separate short checklist- outlines of the issues,
. *options, and arguments arranged for easy/ comparison and clear

choices. It provides convenient "agenda" for meetings and orderly
study guiles for filling outthe Questionnaire.

Questionnaire (Detachable)

This is a two-page checklist of the issues and options for summarizing
the choices made while reading the Discussion Guides. It allows the

. user to review the choices made and compare them for consistency
before turning them in. There are three identical perforated copies so
that the user can answer more- than one time.

Using This Booklet

This publication has many uses`with 'many audiences. Some of them are described
below.

Many states and localities have appointed study committees oy commissions to give
minimum competency testing careful and thorough study. ..Others have brought people .

together for a single occasion to consider the issues. This peilication is intended to serve
both kinds of groups. For simplicity and clarity, most of the plans presented here speak of a
single meeting or a single mailing. While it is possible to work through the eight guides in a
single event, the book has .been deliberately arranged, so that, a study group can use the
guides one at a time in a series of events extending over several weeks or months.

As a Discussion Guide and/or asa Mailable Questionnaire. It-can be used either as a
discussion guide or as a mailable questionnaire. It is designed to be quickly. xeadable so that
it can be used in a meeting, yet it is designed to'be self-explanatory so brat it does not require
a meeting. Of course, it can be used both as a mailable questionnaire before a meeting and

# j then as _a discussion guide in a meetingor vice versa.
,

WithPublic and/or Professional AUdiences. Written without jargon, the publication
can be used with public audiences such as legislative-,committees, boards of education,
special commissions, citizens advisory groups, and pare& ssdciations. It can also be used
with professional audiences such as administrative staffg, school, faculties, profesSional
associations, and university Classes in education. And it can of course, be used with groups
of mixed public and professional membership. /

iv
:7



Use It as a Discussion Guide
Four possible plalis for using this publication to inform- and record public and/or

professiOnal, opinion through discussion are sketched below. The four car} be combined in
various ways to produce even more plans.

PLAN A: Check Opinions BEFORE Discussiod

Distribute copies before the meeting .

Ask discussants to fill out Copy 1 of the Questionnaire and to detach
it and mail it to you in advance
tally the results and identify -the disagreements
Dive the discussion leaders additional information about and special
preparation in handling the controversial issues ,

1 Discuss all issues at the meeting

Ag,

PLAN B: Discuss Only Disagreements

Distribute copies before the 'meeting
Ask discussants to fill out Copy 1 of the Questionnaire before they
arrive and to detach it
Collect Copy]

by mail
at the door

and tally the results quickly
Announce the issues on which there is wide agreement and set them
aside

4;

Discuss only the remaining issues

PLAN C: Check Opinions AFTER Discussion

Distribute, copies at the meeting
Alit Discuss all the issues

Ask discussants to fill out Copy 1 of the Questionnnaire before they
leave

Tally the results to find any disagreements and decide whether to call
more meetings to resolve them

PLAN D: Check Opinions BEFORE and' AFTER Discussion
4

Distribute copies at the meeting
Ask discussants to fill out Copy 1 of the Questionnaire before they
talk
Collect Copy 1
Discuss all the issues

Ask discussants to fill out Copy 2, of the Questionnaire after they talk
Tally the results and compare them to see whether opinions diverged
or converged as a result of the disCussion

Use It asa Mailed Questionnaire
Three possible plans for using this publication to inform and recor

professional opinion through_the mail. are outlinefl below. The three can
various ways to produce even more plans.

blic and /4r
biped, in

V
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PLAN E: Survey Opinions

s

M-ail copies (or hand them out)
Ask recipients to fill out Copy 1 of the Questionnaire and to detach it
and mail it to you (or hand it back to you)
Tally the results
Report the agreements and disagreements

PLAN F: Compare/Contrast Opinions

Mail copies (or hand them out)
Ask recipients to fill out Copy 1 of the Questionnaire and to detach it
and mail it to you (or hand it back to you)
Ask recipients to identify themselves by background and/or position
Tally the results
Compare/contrast opinions according to .background and/or
position

PLAN'G: Converge Opinions

; IVA atiCOPtCS

*Ask recipients to fill out Copy 1 of the Questionnaire and to detach it
and mail it back 'to you
Tally the results,and mail them to respondents
Ask recipients to study the results, rethink their opinions, and mail
Copy 2 to you with their revised opinions
Tally the results and mail them to respondents
Ask recipients to rethink their opinions again and mail Cdpy 3 to you
with their final opinions
Tally and report the final results

Use `Win Education Classes or LOcal Staff Development Workshops
One possible plan for using this publication in education classes or local staff

development work$hops is described below. There are others, of course, including all those
described above.

vi

PLAN H: Assign a Paper

Ask students to write a critique of the issues, options, and arguments
Ask them to supply evidence or expert testimony about the
arguments
Ask theM to develop bibliographic citations-

(

Ask workshop participants to write a competency testing policy for a
local school district

r

Ask them to justify their choices of options
Ask them to write a plan and a schedule for starting(a com-
petency testing program



CURRENT INTEREST IN
MINIMUM COMPETENCY-TESTING.

Minimum competency testing for high school graduation and grade-to-grade promo-
tion continues to be one of the most explosive issues on the educational scene today, from
the standpoint of both controversy and spread of practice., Probably no concept in recent
years has received such widespread attention, either legislathely or by'state board adoption.

Enthusiastic proponents believe they have found 'a way to force greater emphasis on
the basic skills and to guarantee that the high school diploma will mean that certain skills
and facts will have been mastered by the graduate rather than that ate graduate has "put in
his or her. time." They cannot understand the reluctance opponents have in plaCing
confidente in standardized tests or in "guaranteeing" a certain minimum level of proficiency
for all students regardless of ability.

Doubtful opponents generally see the movement as a punitive measure against the
schools and as a means of holding the schools and the teachers accountable for results that
are dependent on a' host of variables over which they have no control. They cannot
understand the eagerness' proponents have for imposing. tests of uncertain validity and
unproven reliability which measure only a narrow span of what students are supposed to
learn in school and need to succeed in life.

But both groups are beginning, to realize how genuinely complex the mattes of
minimum competent:), testing actually is. They. are coming to see the risks of acting before
thinking, of shifting policy without participation, of legislatirig without study. The rush of
4egislative amendments and regulatory changes in recently-established competency testing
Programs offers evidence that more thinking, participation; and study are in order. This
publication identifies the major issues, poses the available options, end presents the
strongest arguments so as to stimulate that thinking, provide an agenda for that
participation. and guide that study.

OTHER ECS PUBLICATIONS
For those interested in more information about minimum competency testing than

appears in this publication, these sources will be useful:

1nderson. Barn D.. The Costs 'of Legislated Minimal' Competency Requirements.. PapeI
prepared for the four 'regional 'conferences sponsored b\ the Education Commission
of the States and the National Institute of Education. Fall 1977. 82.75.

Green, Thomas F.. Minimal Educational Standards: A Systematic Perspective. Paper
prepared for the four regional conferences sponsored b the Education Celli-mission
of the States and the. National Institute of Education. Fall 1977. 82.75

Greene. Lefto F., -The State Assessment Questions An Answer- Compact. Summer
1977. \ ol. NI. No. 3.

Kelly . E. IV, The Politics of Proficiency. Paperrprevared for the four regionsal conferences
sponsored lk the Education Comlnission of the States and the National Institute of
Education: Fall 1977. 83.00

Education Commission of the States. Minimum Competency Testing, A Report of Four
Regional Conferences. Postage apd handling: 81.5.0

'(List co :tanned nevi page.4
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Pipliu, Chris. "Minimal Competency Standards Today's Education. rebruarIMarch
" 1978, pp. 31 37, (Not available from ECS.)

Chris, "linjnial.,Competetic\ Jesting. Look at Stale Standards'. Educational
Leadership. kpril 1977, pp. 516-520. (Not available from ECS.)

Pipho, Chris, Update VII: Minimal Competency Testing. Report No. 105. S6.5()

Tractenberg. Paul L., The Legal Implicatiqns of Statewide Pupil Performance Standards.
Paper prepared for the. four regional conferences sponsored by the Education
Commiss1/4m of the States and the National Institute of Education. Fall 19-77. 52.75

\\ ise. krthur E., A Critique of Minimal Competency Testing. Paper prepared for the four
regional conferences sponsoKed In the Edik!'ation Commission of the States and the
National Institute of Education. Fall 1977. 82.75

Copies of these reports are available from the Education Commission of the States, Suite
300, la60 Lincoln St., Denwr, Colo. 802(45.. \11 prices include S1.50 for postage and
handling. Orders are sent librar\ rate and take 2-3 N% reks for deln,er\ \II order, must he
prepaid, Make cheeks pa able to the Education Comni'ission of the States.

2
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ISSUES., OPTIONS,-AND ARGUMENTS--
for

Minimum C mpetency Testing

I. WTTI you test minimum competencies?
2. What competencies will you require?
3. How will you measure them?
4. When will you measure them?,
5. How many minimums will you set?
6. How high will you set thk minimums?
7. Will you set them for schools or for stude
8. What will you do about the incompetent

4,
This is a narrative description of the choi-ces available in mirtimum

competency testing. It covers the same topics asihe Discussion Guides but in a
different style. It is background reading for those who prefer essays to
checklists and have time to read more than the Discussion Guides.

12
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I. WILL YOU TEST MINIMUM COMPETENCIES?

That is the first question. Should-KU set minimum standards for student perfor-
mance in schoolor not?,

Such standards could be beneficial. They could be used to decide grade-to-grade
promotion or to decide graduation. Or to select students for remediapon. Or to examine
the curriculum and teaching practices for weaknesses. Or to issued different kinds of
diplomas. Or to assign .students to programs. Or to allocate state financial aid. Or to
permit early graduation Or to restore public confidence in the schools. And those are only
sOrne of the uses for minimum standards But such standards might be harmful. They
could send schools backivards to the days when students tlropped out if they could not
meet the minimum standards. Or they could discredit the schools for what society is doing.
Or narrow the curriculum to' what is testable. Orldrive out creative t aching in favor of
routine drill- and practice. Or force teachers to concentrate on the b tto of the class at the
expense of the top. Or increase the amount of testing time iind crease the amount of
teaching time. Or label the disadvantaged as incompetent Or isolate them in remedial
classes,

Individual. teachers already set standards in their own classrooms, as we know.
Those standards may differ from teacher to teacher, grade to grade. and subject to subject,
of course. And since teachers often consider student ability and effortas well as
achievementthey may use different standards from student to student.

The question is whether some general standards reaching across all teachers and all
grades and all subjects and all students should be set These would be comprehensive
standard\ for cumulative learning, standards td be applied even-handedly to all students
whatever their pattern of courses. The standards would be expressed in some sort of
examination perhaps a paper and pencil test, perhaps a performance examination,
perflaps a combination of the two.

It can be argued that only the individual teacher knows the subject and the
materials and the students and their families and the schedule of the -day and the
atmosphere of the school and the expectati4ins of the community Well enough to set
standard~ for a particular group of students or, better still, for every individual student.
NO uniform standards set by outsiders can match the standards set by teachers when it
comes to realism, fairness, and feasibility Some\ would say.

It can be argued, on the other hand, that the outsiders who pay for the school and
send their children to it and volunteer their time for it and ask the public to vote for it and
hire the graduates of it and pay thi.4colleges to finish what the high school has
commencedthose outsiders ought Co set .minimum standards for it. Some would say.

It doesn't have to be either/or, of course. You could set general standards_for the
essential knowledge and skills and attitudes that students learn over many years from
many teachers of many subjects. And you could let individual teachers set standalids for
the particular grades and subjects and courses and students 'that they are teaching in
a given year. Or you could let the teachers decide promotion from grade to grade and let
the outsider decide graduation from high school. Or'you could adopt a sliding scale of
standards according to student ability and background.

Or you could not decide at all until you get together to think about it further,
discuss the various possibilities, and reach common agreement.

What will it bee?

WHAT COMPETENCIES WILL YOU REQUTRE?

,,'Begin by distinguishing between school skills and life skills, between the skills it
takes do get by in school and the skills it takes to get by in life, between those needed to
succeed later in school and those needed to succeed later in life.

4



There is a difference. And there are different tests for them. Here is a question from
a school skills test-.

I fJohn has 70 marbles and gives Jose 13 marbles and gets 26 marbles from
Slim and giyes 38 marbles to Alice, how many marbles does John have
left?

And hate is an item-from a life skills test:

Balance this checkbook bx adding these-deposit slips and subtracting
those cancelled checks.

Both require arithmetic but the first onealthotigh it sounds easierrequires the
student to abstract the ideas, decide to add and subtract, and arrange the numbers before
making the computation while the second one does not. The first are classic skills of the
schoolroom, excellent predictors of success in higher levels of mathematics. In fact, it is
more impoctant to set the problem up correctly than to get the right number of.
marblesif we are talking about school skills.

But if we are talking about life skills, getting the bank balance right is everything.

Here is another school skills question-

If there Are 77 teeth in 23/4 inches of hacksaw blade, hoW many teeth are
there in 31/3 inches'

Here is another life skills question.

To saw very hard metal, should you buy a hacksaw with few teeth or many
teeth?

The first will indicate whether the student is ready for the next course ip school; the
second will indicate whether the student is ready for the shopping `center. Both are
important. Which competencies should you require?

How about school skills for the college-bound and life skills for the job-bound? Or
maybe both for everybody? Hov.:, about school skills for promotion to the next grade and
life skills-tor graduation from school? Or maybe both at every point in school so that every
student must climb a stepladder of learning with its rungs held up on two sides: school,
skills on one side, life skills on the other side?

Of course° there are basic skillssuch as reading, Writing, and arithmeticused in
both school and life, which is why we call them "basic."

FIVE POSSIBLE COMPETENCIES

SCHOOL SUBJECTS LIFE AREAS

Total
BASIC SKILLS Art ' Business English Etc. Citizen.

ship Work Family Etc.

Reading

Writing In MAIllrArithmetic INII9
Etc.

IIIIMIIIIIRIMIIEMIIII
IIII 1111

1111TOTAL

14
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Thus you have five choices. You could test competency in each:

I. School subject.
2. Life area.
3. Basic skill.
4. Basic skill applied in each school subject.
5. Basic skill applied in each life area.

The obvious choice is #3: Basic skills. But wait a minute. Look at the others.

Unless you choose #I, teachers of art and music and science and social
studies and foreign langtluges and drivereducation and vocational subjects
will have no minimum standaids. e'

Unless you choose #2, teachers can teach about school and not about life

Unless you choose #4, students may spell a list of words correctly in
,English class but misspell them in their science laboratory notebooks.

Unless you choose #5, students nay learn to add and subtract but be un-
able to balance their checkbooks.

But you can't select them all because schools do not have time and money for that
much testing So choose'very thoughtfully. You will have to live with the consequences.

3. HOW WILL YOU MEASURE THEM?

How wtll you measure the competencies?

The possibilities range from testing with paper and pencil to testing through actual
.'expenenr . There are some points in between:

2 3 4

Paper School Simulated Actual
and Products and Performance Performance

Pencil Performances Situations Situations

Sc ! you

6

have four choices. You could test through:

I. Paper and pencil test
Most of these measu
from performance re
later success in scho
personal warmth, leaders
person cannot s
and easy an chea

in the classroomwhat we usually think of as "tests."
a narrow band of knowledge or skill and are far removed
ired in realdife. Thus the results may:not foreshadow
an - -life, where success depends on attitudes, values,

ip, creativity, physical strength, and other things a
a piece of paper and a pencil. But these tests are quick

and available.

2. School products and performances. These are essays, paintings, experiments,
clarinet solos, brake jobs, speeches, touchdownsthings students make or do
while studying in school. This is better than using paper and pencil because
concrete accomplishment's are used to test knowledge and skills rather than
indicators of accomplishments in the form of test items. But it takes mere tee
and money to score the results. This is not as good as simulated rformance
testing because the student usually has had help and because the tes pressures
are missing. Still, it is easier than arranging special simulations.

Simulated performance situations set up in the schoolhouse to resemble those in
later school or on the job. This is:good testing. The -student demonstrates
minimum competency in artificial situations like the real ones to come. But,

15



compared to testing in actual performance situations, this is cheaper, takes less
time, and gives quicker results to help school and student correct failures. But it
isn't perfect: I) the situations are not real and the results may not rnafch actual
performance later, 2) there are few good tests available, and 3) it takes more
time and money than using paper and pencil.

4. Actual 'performance situations in later school or on the job. This is ideal
"testing." The student demonstrates minimum competency by entering and
graduating from the next level of schooling or getting a job and keeping it. The
trouble is that such "testing" is expensive; it takes years; and the results come
back too late to help either the school or the student.

To'summarize, as you move away from paper and pencil and move toward actual
)31performance situations in.life, testing ecomes harder and costlier, but the test results:

become more likely to predict later. uccess. Thus a student can fail on a minimum
competency paper and pencil test,but pass in the actual performance situations of real life.
Remember this later when'we talk about using test results to withhold diplomas.

Now, you might want to do'this: use simulated performance situations to test life
paperskills and use paper and pencil to test school skills.

Here's why. taking a paper and-pencil test is, in fact, an actual performance
situation in school. Indeed, you could call it the most important school skill of all In that
sense. paper and pencil tests are not artificially removed from school, but only from life.
Since a student w ho does well on a paper and pencil test today should also do well in

oschooltomorrow, you maycho se to test school skills accordingly

Remember different kinds of tests may give you quite different results. So decide
carefully.

There is another decision you have to make will y ou develop your own tests or use
w hat is available? As you move toward actual performance situations and as you decide to
test life skills, you will find fewer and fewer tests to choose from And vice versa I- or
instance, you will find many paper and pencil tests of solving science problems, an
important school skill, but you will find few simulated performance tests of ethica'l
behavior, an important life skill

4. WHEN WILL YOU MEASURE THEM')

Will you measure competencies during school or at the end of school:

Do it during school if you believe;

You want to measure competency to move up from grade to grade
in school

Students and their parents deserve a distant early warning if there is
trouble ahead.

Administrators need to make changes, any time students do not
progress: changes in curriculum, course selection, faculty in-service
trainwg. Only formal,competency tests will alert administrators to
unsatisfactory learning' early enough to do something about it

Do it at the end of school if you believe,

You want to measure competency' to move out of school and into
the next school or into life.

Students learn at different rates. All students deserve enough time
to reach the minimum



i... .
..

Teacher-inade 'tests and daily classroom contact will- ,identify stu-
dents who are not making progress during, school. Formal
competency testing is not needed. ,

Now, you .could measure:

School skills during school to decide promotion from-'gradeto
grade.

Life skills at the end of to determine graduation.

Or you could measure both at the end if you feel that:

Even the college-bound should-be competent for life (many college
students have already started working).

Even the job-bound should be competent for further school (adults
returning to school fill half the college classrooms today).

5. HOW MANY MbNIMUMS WILL YOU SET?

Will you set one minimum for all students or will you consider ability, special
talents, family background, or other factors we know affect the learning of students? Will
you set one minimum for all schools or will you consider com unity characteristics,
faculty composition, school spending, or other factors we kno affect the quality of
schools? ,

. Think about student ability as one example. A single standard c n be too hard for a
dull student yet be too easy for a bright student: impossible for the dull and thus not

objectionab e to parents andlamotivating, trivial for the bright and 'thus not motivating,
teachers of the,d ull, laughable to parents and teachers of the bright an

g,

to none of them. \
thus acceptable

\
Using a graduated'standard on a sliding scale according to ability \will solve all

those problems. And it will instantly create others. A graduated standard expects less of
some students. "Expect less, get less" is a formula most parents and teachers don'like. A
graduated.standard will grant a diploma to a ckull but energetic student who gets0 points
on the exam and refuse a diploma to a bright but lazy student who gets 60 poini\s on the
exam. Moreover, current ability tests may not give fair and act6urate measures a d thus
may not be able to gui\de expected achievement.

Is there a compromise with the best of both worlds? Yes, bia, it also has the wort of
both worlds. You can use a low minimum for every student rega less of ability an a

giaduated minimum for students of, say, above-average ability. This does not expect' t e
irmpotsible from anyone but it does expect more from students,who clearly can do more
The,old problemssuch as how to measure abilityare still there, of course.

The identical principles apply to setting single standards vs. graduated standards
for schools as for students. A single standard may demand nothing of a wealthy suburban
school and the impossible of a poor ghetto school. But a graduated standard may label
poor schools as places without hope or give them an excuse for not improving, neither of
which is good for students, teachers, administrators or parents.

Perhaps you should set a separate standard for each student, considering his/her

af
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ability,,:special talents, and backgrounda standard negotiated among student, teacher,
and parent. And perhaps the same for each schoola separate standard negotiated among
board, administration, and faculty. Admittedly, the logistics would be formidable.

You' may want to arrange several minimums into a graduated sequence too check
student progress from grade to grade. Some places are doing that.

Finally, you may want to set a rough, general minimum immediately and then
refine it Into specifics over the years ahead.

6. HOW HIGH WILL YOU SET THE MINIMUMS?

If you take a cross-section of a school at any grade: you wilffind that some students
are actually performing far above that grade and others far below. Some fifth graders do
eighth grade work while others do second gtade work. Some twelfth graders do college
work while others do sixth grade work. The school is a staircase with one step labelled
"seventp," but only half the 12-year-olds are standing on it.

Recently, a group of teachers in one high school made two minimum competency
tests for the end of tenth grade: one in English, the other in mathematics. Any student who
failed would get remediation, possibly two years of it, and possibly no diploma good
re?..,on for the teachers to make the tests fairly easy and good reason for the students to try
hard

I saw the tests and would say they.were about fifth gradelong division, spell
"separate," things like thatwoh a passing score of 60% Not very hard. When they took
the test, about 25% of the tenth graders flunked the English and about 50% flunked the
math.

r-
I talked with the steache eprincipals afterward:

"Suppose remediatibrrdoesn't work," I said. "Students haven't learned it in
five years and may not in two more. Then what? How Many diplomas can
you withhold at commencement? As many as 20 %?"

"Of course not! Parents wouldn't stand for it. The Board, the
administration, and the faculty would all cave in under the pressure," they
said.

"Then how many diplomas can you refuse? What about 5 %T I said

"Make that 3%," they said..

"All right, 3%. Then 97% will have to pass the minimum competency tests.
What can you teachers and principals guaranteenot wishthat 97% of all
graduates can do?" I said.

"Guarantee? Really guarantee or 97%? Well, first grade work, maybe
second gradeif you mean a guaranteed minimum," they said.

"Won't that be embarrassing to the school?" I said. "Second grade work?"

"Not as embarrassing as withholding 20% of the diplomas," they said:

You need to understand that, traditionally, minimums are something schools try
for, not guarantee. They are goals, not standards. "Zero defects" is not a schoolhouse
expression; "each student to his/her own potential" is. And just as that potential has no
upper limit, it has no lower limit.

How many students can your school or state afford to remediateor not promote
or not graduate if remediation fails afford both economically and politically? About
10%, more or less? Certainly it isn't 20%, the percent failing competency tests in many

'places today. Say it is 5%. Whatever it is,. the percent failing the test will probally be

18
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higher. Wfiat then? If you can't raise these students to meet the minimum, will you lower
the minimum to meet the students? Those are the only two ways to guarantee that 95% Vt, I I

succeed.
.

You need to think ahead about that Better select some tests, choose a passing
score, make a phut run with a cross-section of students,' see how many fail, and decide
whether to raise the students or lower the tests. A too-difficult test will embarrass you with
too many failures and you will have to cut loopholes in the standard to let students
escapegrandfather clauses, setting very low passing scores to start with and raising them
year by year. orother loopholes. .A too-easy test will embarrass you by being a joke to
above-average students, their parents. and the taxpayers.

' Don't forget the twelve-year range in the achievement of "twelfth graders." No
public: school in America has been able to eliminate it

\Oh. yes There is something else abobt the minimum. How can you call U a
"minimtmt" if the successful adults in townbutcher, baker, candlestick maker, doctor,
lawyer. bureaucratcannot pass it? Should you define "successful" adulthood as being
off of welfare and out of prison. give the test to a cross-section of adults, and then make
the passing score Cor students equal the lowest score made by any successful adult in town')
In short, w hat do you mean by "minimally competent"? Can you find an adult example of
it walking the streets and pick his/her test score as your standard'' How could you justil'y
making it any higher'

7. WILL YOU SET THEM FOR SCHOOLS OR FOR STUDENTS?

One state has a new set of reading tests for grades 4.8, and 12. It wondered what to
set aS the minimum score on each test. To get the answer, thatistate set up an independent
panel of teachers. administrators, and citizens The state,asked the panel to set a minimum
acceptable score for each separate- test item. Then it told the panel w hat it meant by
"minimum-,

rhe minimal acceptable outcome is defined as the percentage of fourth
graders you believe must be able to respond correctly to the item for you to
consider reading instruction to be meeting the minimal iiescis of our
students

If the actual student performanceon the item falls below the percentage
figure you select, then you, would consider present instruction in that skill
area to be unacceptable.

In making your decision on minimal acceptable performance, you will want
to consider. I) the importance of the skill being measured by the item; and 2)
the intrinsic difficulty of the item itself.

And it gave the panel an example of an item\ ith an acceptable outcome scdre of
40% The state said:

In this example, the estimate for the minimal acceptable outcome is 40%. If
the actual outcome were below 40%. you would feel very concerned about
instruction of the reading skill measured by the particular item.

And if more than, for example, 70% got the answer right, you would feel rather
satisfied, the state went on to explain to the panel.

But what about thf other 30% who got it wrong? How could the panel possibly be
satisfied with the performance of that 30%? The answer is that the panel was not asked to
look rat that 30% as individual students. It was only asked tp look at overall school-
performfnce. If 70% of the students got.the right answer, that would be good enough for
the State. In short, that state wanted a minimum for the school, not for each individual
student.

I0
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But wItat will you do: will you judge students or w'll you judge scho9IV Must each
person measure up or istlist each program Measure Up? C n the school program succeed
even though some stud&tts fail?' 4

Can you see how important the difference ts? It deter nines whether you will write
test items all students can pass or only most students can ass; hether'y\,u will test
everybody or only d sample; whether ybu will".report results t« each individual parent or
only to the general publit, whether y,ott will settle for .g school rogram that reaches, say,
70(4 ol the students even if that 70% does not include. for 'amplts,. even one single
disadvantaged child, and whether you will modify o'er), unsat sfactory program or fail
and reZycle every unsatisfactOry-graduate.

You can see the diffetence in costs, types of tests-, demands on the professional staff
to teach esery student, pressures on every student to succeed, and political action by
parents ol every student w,ho

8 WIIAT WILL'YOL1 DO ABOUT YHEINCOMETENTI
What will you do about incompetent students?

I Verily the findings adepepdently before acting?
2 Give them several more chances?
3 Lower the standard so they can pass?
4 Reniediate so they can pass? '"N

5. Reluse to prom'ote or graduate them until they can pass?
6 Promote, or gradate them with a restricted diplorna,or certificate of

attenda`nce9

What will yati do .tbout incompetent schools?

I. Verily the finding,* independently')
2. Give them several 'more chanceS?

Lower the standard so they can operate? /
44 Redesign their pCograms so they will succeed'?
5 Refuse 'to lei, them operate unless they meet the standards?
(I- Let them, operate but refuse to'accredit them?

You nopce the Nrallels, of course. Whether you are requiring each student to he
competent or each sLhooNo make a majority of its students competent, you can check the
I iVings, give aim another chance to succeed, lower the standards, remediate the program
or remediate the students, tpsist they meet standards before continuing, or let them go on
but advertise their shortcomings to outsiders

II students, each incompetent one must be held back, or remediated, or labelled and
sent on II schools, current students can be nosed on through uqinterruptedmost places
arc doing cNictly that, by the way pacsing the current crop through without applying their
new minimum standards hut, to help luture students, the school must he closed, or
improved, or kit open but have a skull and crossbones painted on the door.

SUMMARY
-

I here is a lot to think about whether to have a miniinum competency program at
all, IA hat competencies to test, how to measure, when to measure, one minimum or many,
him high the minimums. for students or for schools, and what to do with the _incompetent
once yl,ku Iind thym

Chi's-1k carefully.
\
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Eight
DISCUSSION GUIDES

with
Questions and Answers

0 Whether Competency Testing?. 14

0 What Competencies? 16

0 How Measured? 18

0 When Measured? 20

0 How Many Minimums? 22

0 How High the 1V4imprris? 24. ,

0 For Schools or For Students? 26

0 What To Do with the Incompetent? X28

These are eight separate short checklist outlines of the issues, options, and
arguments arranged for easy compiarison and clear choices. They provide
convenient "agenda" for meetings aid orderly study guides for filling out the
Questionnaire. >

21
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WHETHER COMPETENCY 'TESTING?

'Do you believe that minimum' standards should be set 'for M./tient performance in
school? Or do you believe that such standards should not be set?

Individual teachers already set standards in their own classrooms, as we know. Those
standards may differ from teacher to teaclv,Vgrads to grade, and subject to subject,,of
course. And, since teachers often consider student ability and effortas well as
achievementthey may use different standards from student to student.

The questiOn is whether some general standards reaching across all teachers and all
grades and all subjects and all students should be set. These would be comprehensive
standards for cumulative learning, standards to be applied even-handedly to all students
whatever their pattern of courses. The standards would be expressed in some sort of
examinationperhaps a paper and pencil test, perhaps a performance examination, perhaps
a combination of the two. .../"

There are arguments for and against standards...What do you think? Check your
preferences.

You may not feel you can mike a decisiof without studying the other seven questions
in th ese Guides. Why not do this: answer Question 1 tentatively, work your way through the
remaining seven questions, then return and reconsider your answer to Question 1.

OPTION IA El 'Minimum standards SHOULD be set.

4..

14

The time has come to put an end to automatic promotion
and automatic graduation and to set a floor under

- . student achievement. Fifty years of passing students
through the system whether they learn anything or not is
long enough.

Teachersand school administratorsshould be put on
notice as to what teachers must teach. Studentsand
their parentsshould be put on notice as to what
students must learn.

Outsidersemployers, admissilns officers at other
schools, the general publicd&erve to know that a
school graduate knows something. A diploma should be
proof of learning rather than proof of attendance.

The basic skills will once again be placed at the heart of
the curriculum if students have to pass competency tests
in them.

"iv The widespread decline in school learning will .bi,11.ted,
and the continuing rise in school costs will become less
objdctionable to taxpayers.
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OPTION 1B

oak

Minimum standards SHOULD NOT be set.
The variety in student abilities, special talents, interests,
and backgrounds is far too great to allow a standard.

The schools will be blamed for low scores even though
society may be- causing them. Diverting attention from
the teal causes will- delay solutions to the problem.

The curriculum will be narrowed to what is testable, and
the teachers will, be teaching to the tests. Diversity in the
curriculum will shrink, and creativity in teaching will .

shrivel.

Teachers will concentrate on students at the bottom and
try to .lift them up to the minimumat the expense of
other students.

Testing time will be increased and teaching time will be
decreased. The only real beneficiaries will be the testing
companies.

The disadvantaged will become even more disadvantaged
li. when singled out and labelled for failing to meet the

o ..- minimum. Mainstreaming the handicapped will become
even more difficult because teachers will fear their effect
on the test scores of other'children.

op-ftoN'iC ri Further study and discussion should fprecede
any decision.

Weneed time to study the possible gains and tosses, con-
sider alternatives, understand all points of view, and
educza-each other.

We ought to debate the entire suet of issues in this booklet,
and perhaps other issues as well, before settling any one
issue including whether to have standarcis,at all.

Setting standards is'one thing; meeting them is another.
One party may set them,-but it will take all parties to
meetdtitem. We had better agree before anybody moves
ahea ."

We ought to examine the experience of those states and
local school districts which have -had competency testing
programs underway for several years. .41

.

A broad survey of public and professional opinion on.-the
issues should precede any decision.

We need to determine whether competency tests are valid
1 and reliable before deciding.

15
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WHAT COMPETENCIES ?.

r

i

Do you believe that minimum standards should be set for the school subjects, for the
jjfe areas, for the baic skills t' perhaps for all of them? Or do you believe the standards
should be set for basic skills applied in school subjects or applied in life are\ds?

There are five possibilities. All five are important. But they differ. And there are
different tests for them.

The school subjectsart, business, science, etc.ovide the contept to be taught andpr.

are the organrz6rs of the school curriculums

The life areasfamily, work, citizenship, etc.provide the reason for going to school
and are the organizers of adult life.

The basic skills reading, writing, arithmetic;.etc.are used both in school and in
life, which is why we call them "basic." .

.. ,

The basic skills APPLIED in each school subjectreading in social studies, writing in
industrial arts, arithmetic in science,-are the actual daily experience fqr the student and thus

1 - .,
a sensible context for testing minimum competency. -

The ill's APPLIED. in each life arearea a contract,
.
writing a business

letter, c cking a de artment store billare the actual dai experience of adults and thus a

sensible context for testing minimum competency.7 .

What Competencies shbuld you require? Remember: what you put into the tests, the
administrators will ask the teachers to put into the curriculum, the board will hold the
administrators responsible- for, and the public will regard as what the board values most.

,.

What do you value most? Check your preferences.

OPTION 2A riSchool subjects )
r --....,

They are the classifications of knowledge.

They are the specialties of the teachers.

They are the compartments of the school day.

They are thenames of the school books, the topics of the
school tests, the segments of the school report card.

Master them and you knoieverything worth knowing.

Ji0., Without standards for every subject, teachers of art and
music and science and social studies and foreign

4,--
languages and driver education and vocational subjects
will have no minimums.

r
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OPTION 2B

OPTION 2C

r

Life areas
Success in them is the purpose of schooling.

Attention to them keeps hooling from becoming;
abstract, academic, detached; from life.

Focusing on them gives students a reason to study.

Failing in -them is the only legitimate reason for
withholding a diploma.

-"Taster them and you are ready for life.

Without standards for every life area, teachers cariteach
about school and not about life.

Basic skills
They are fundamental for clear thinking.

They are essential for clear communication.

They are required in every school subject.

They are rieeded in every life area.

;- Without them you cannot be called "competent."
\

Master them and you can learn everything else.

OPTION 2D FT Basic skills applied in each school subject
. The basic skills are tools for learning the'school subjects.

OPTION.2E

They should be taught and testedin the context'of school
subjectsnot as something separate.

Students who cannot read in social studies, write about
literature, and do arithmetic in science are not ready for
further schooling in those subjects.

Basic skills applied in each life area
The basic skills are tools for handling everyday life casks.

A
They should be taught and tested in the context of prac-
tical everyday applicationsnot as something separate.

Students who cannot read a road map, write a job ap-
plication, and balance a checkbook are not ready for life
as family members, workers, and citizens.

25
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HOW MEASURED?
,The possibilities for measuring competencies range from testing with paper and pen-

cil to. testing through actual experience. There are some points in between:

\ pl. I. Paper and pencil tests in the classroomwhat we usually think of as "tests"
.,

School products and performances. These are essays, paintings, experiments,
clarinet solos, brake jobs, speeches, touchdowns things students make or do
while studying in school ;

Simulattd performance situations set up in the schoolliouse to resemble tlibee in
later school or on the job

s'

OP. 4. Actual 'performance situations in later.school or on the job

As you move away from paper and pencil and toward actual pgrformance situations,
the testing becomes harder to arrange and costlier, but-the test resultnecome more likely to
predict later success. The fejerse is als,o 'true. That is, a student may fail 4n a paper and,
pencil test but pass irj. the actual performance situations of real life. Remember this when
you 'consider using test results .to withhold diplomas.

Lich kind of test has its goo' points. But different kinds may give you quite different
"ikk results. Which kind will yououse?

Before you answer, consider this: you might want to use one kind of test for
minimum competency in bas.ic skills and school subj;cts but use another kind for likes areas. ,

For example, you could use paper andpencil tests for basic skills and school subjects but use
simulated performance situations to test for life areas.

Check your Preferences.

OPTION 3A

OPTION 3B

18.

Paper and pencil tests for
School subjects

"0 Life areas
Basic skills-

Basic skills applied in school subjects

Basic skills applied in life areas

They are readily_available.

They are cheap to buy or to make and they are cheap to
score.

They give immediate results to help students and teachers
correct shortcomings.

Taking r paper and pencil test is an actual performance
situation in schoolperhaps the most important
performanix of all.

Paper and pencil, test results tire excellent predictors of
success in ,later school.

School products and pefformances foi.-
0:Sebdol subjects

.. Life areas

26



OPTION 3C

OPTION 3D

.1,=11111

(:) Basic skills-

EJ Basic' skills applied in school subjects

[,Basic pplied in life areas

They are readily available in gre,it quantity at no cost.

They are the natural Ily-products of instruction and thus
do of require the arrangements, interruptions, time, and
co ts of every other form of testing.

They give immediate results.

They measure a broad hand of kno+ ledge, skills, and
attitudes.

They are produced in id) natural circumstances, Thus
the results are likely to resemble actual performance in
later lifeand especially in later school.

\ Simulated performance situations for
School subjects

Life areas

Basic skills

Basic skills applied in school subjects
Basic skills applied in life areas

They can test all school subjects.

They can test all life areas.

They can test leadership, physical strength, creativity0
"stage presence,' moral judgment, and other things that
can be shown only through performance.

They give immediate results.

The results are excellent predictors of success in laid life.

Actual performance situations for
School subjects

Life areas

Basic skills

Basic skills applied in school subjects

Basic skills applied in life areas

The tests have perfect validity. That is, there is no doubt
about the test results predicting future performance: the
results are identical to success in life.

They can test all life areas.

They can test leadership, physical strength, creativity.
"stags - presence," moral judgment, and other things that
can be shown only through performance.

They measure the lasting, important effects of set-14°1111g.

They take no time away from teaching.
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---___ WHEN MEASURED?

Competencies can be measured during school or at the end of school or both. Or some
can be measured during school and others at the end of school. What will you dog'.?

During School. Competency tests can be given at every grade K-12 or at selected
grades such as 3, 6, 9, and 12. That is, they can be scheduled to parallel the content and
sequence of the school curriculum either year by year or at major terminal points such as the
end of the primary grades, the intermediate grades, the junior high grades, and the senior
highigrades. These tests can be matched to the curriculumthat is, to the specific subject
contentof the grades selected for testing. This plan also allows the results to be used to
monitor and report student learning annually or periodically and to guide such important
decisions about students as promotion, remediation, and placement in special programs.

At the End of School. A competency test can be,given in the final year of high school.
The same test (or equivalent "forms" of the test) can also be given a year or two earlierin
grades 10 and I I, for exampleto allow time for correcting deficiencies so that students can
pass the test irlrade 12. This test can be a comprehensive final exannigsation measuring the
cumulative effect of all the years of schooling in order to determine wilether the studept is
able to move on to further schooling, a job, and/or home and family responsibilitiis.

While competency tests given during school tend to Ile related to the school
curriculum, competency tests given at the end of school tend to be related to the
requirements of adult life or the next level of schooling. In that sense, competency tests given
at the end of school tend to be "outer-directed,"*drawing their content from life outside the
school, while those given durifig school tend to be "inner-directed," drawing their content
from life inside the school. Each has its.advantages. Whicantages appeal to you?

Check your preferences.

OPTION 4A During school
School subjects

Liie areas

Basic skills

Basic skills applied in school subjects

Basic skills applied in life areas

A series of competency tests' can be arranged in a

graduated sequence of difficulty to motivate students to
do better year after year.

20

Students who cannot pass the tests can be scheduled for
early remediation or special programs before they fall
further behind.

The results can be used to decide promotion from grade
to ,grade.

28
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A legal basis can be established for non-piamotion or
non-graduation in later years because parents and
students can be warned earlyand repeatedly, if
necessarythat progress is not satisfactory.

s.

The tests can parallel the content and\sequence of the
school curriculum, providing checkpoints annually or
periodically to see whether the curriculum is pyoperly
designed.

The results can be used to modify the school curriculum
year by year as weak spots can be precisely located and
corrected.

Administrators need to make changes any time students
do not progress: changes in curriculum, course selection,
faculty in-service training. Only formal competency tests
administered during school will alert administrators to
unsatisfactory learning early enough to do something
about it.

At the end of school
O School subjects

Li fedi reas

Basic skills

Basic skills applied to school subjects

' Basic skills applied to life areas

Students learn al, different rates. All'students including
slow learnersdeserve enough time to reach the
minimum and/should not be labelled as "incompetent"
by being tested prematurely.

The cumulative effect of the complete school curriculum
can be checked.

Students are old enough to be tested on life skills used by
adults.

. The tests Can be related directly to what graduates will be
required to do as they move out of school and on to the
next school, a job, or maintaining a hbine. This is the best
poible justification for the content of the tests.

The test results report the kinds of knowledge, skills, and
attitudes with which employers are directly concerned
the entry-level skills needed to begin a job well and go on
to learn other jobs later.
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HOW MANY MINIMUM 9

Will you set a single standard for students or will you consider student ability,
special talents, family background, or other factors which affect learning?

A single standard would establish a uniform level of acceptable performance for all
students regardless of ability or talent or background. It would stand as a, working definition
of minimum competency and would establish the body of knowledge, skills, and attitudes
needed by every person to succeed in schuol or in Aer life. It would represent a universal
expectation to be met by all studentsor by all sKoolsregardless of circumstance.

In contrast,. a set of standards graduated according to ability or family background,
for example, would expect less of those who can do less and would expect-more of those who
can do more. Similarly, a set of standards differentiated according to special talents or
special interests, for example, would take into account different "achievement profiles" for
individual 'students and would allow them to demonstrate an acceptable "pattern of
competency" rather than requiring all of them to reach the identical point on the identical
standard.

In choosing between single standards and multiple standards,.you need to decide
whether the idea of "minimum competency" can be reconciled with the idea of graduatcd
standards or differentiated standards. You also have to consider what measure of ability or
family background you might use to set graduated expectations and what measure of special
talents or special interests you might use to set differentiated expectations.

Consider family backgroundwell-established as an influence on student learning.
You may feel that a single standard ignoring family background would be grossly unfair. Or
you may 'feel that graduated standards considering 'family background would be grossly
unfair because they would expect the children of the rich and the poor to leave school as far
apart as when they came. in.

The same thing is true about special talents or special interests in art or sports 6r
music or history or automobile repair or writing. You may feel that a single standard
ignoring them would he unfair by expecting athletes to w rite or writers to play ball equally
well. Or you may feel that differentiated standards would he unfair.by demanding mort just
because`a student has the potentialnot because more is needed for later success in school
or life.

You will meet the same problems in setting standards for schools. (Discussion Guide
7 poses the choice of setting standards for schools or for students.) You have to consider the
possibility that a single standard may demand nothing of a wealthy suburban school and the
impossible 1pf a poor ghetto school. But you also have to consider the possibility that
graduated standards may place a haloor a dark cloudaround a school and leave it there
forever. One other point. you need to consider that graduated standards may approLe a low-
potential ,' high - achieving school but disapprove a high - potential ,' low - achieving
school=even though the second school is achieving far higher than the first, thanks to its fir
greater potential.

Should you solve the problem by setting a separate standard for each student,
consideiing his/her ability, farbilS background, special talents, or special interestsa
standard negotiated among student, teacher, and parents? Should you do the same ifyou set
a standard for a school rather than for studentsshould it be a separate standard negotiated
among board, administration, and faculty?

Those are your options. Check your preferences.
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OPTION 5A

1

OPTION 5B

OPTION 5C

OPTION 5D

1

c

11 Single standard for all

n

El

A minimum is a minimum. No student can be allowed to
fall below it regardless of ability; no student should be
required to rise ale it because of ability. '

Those whd participate in setting standardsteachers, ad-
ministrators, parents, students, employers, tax-
payerscannot handle the complexity of setting multiple
standards.

Graduated standards according to
Ability

Fa.mily background

Student ability and family background have been firmly 'A
established as two powerful influences on school
learning. Setting standards without considering each of
them would be unfair both to the advantaged and to the
disadvantaged.

Diversity in curriculum is more likely to be maintained if
there are multiple standards.

r.

Differentiated standards according to
Special talents

Special interests

Each student's "profile" of talents and interests is dif-
ferent; each student is good at some things, not all things.
Differentiated standards recognize this.

Teachers, students, and parents with a special interest in
sports° or music or cooking or computers can participate
more fully in.settifig minimum competency standards.

.

11 Negotiated standards ,

The process of having teachers, a students rand his/her
parents negotiate a minimum standard for his/her
achievement will improve mutual understanding, mutual
purposes, andmos importantthe likelihood that the
standard will be m'et. The same applies to standards
negotiated for schools by schddl boards, administrators,
and faculty members.

,. Negotiating standards is most likely to result in in-
dividualized instruction.
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HOW HIGH THE MINIMUMS?

A minimum cannot be set by naming a grade level as if it were a level of achievement. ,

We cannot, for example, base high school graduation on achieving at the "9th grade level."
The reason is that there is a very wide rage in achievement among 9th graders. some 9th
graders are achieving at the 6th grade level; other 9th graders are achieving at the 12th grade
level. Similarly, we cannot require "4th grade achievement" for promotion to the 5th grade.

The standard must be drawn from some other source and expressed in some other
manner. There are at least three distinct possibilities. But they differ significantly.

Judgments by Informed Adults. It is possible to bring together a representative cross + -=7
section of adultsteachers, administrators, parents, recent graduates, employers,
taxpayersand have diem deliberate about %ow high the minimum competency standards
should be. It is equally possible to bring together a group of leading adults rather than
representative adults, reasoning that the leaders are best ay- to judge what adults need to be ,

able to do in the future. Either way, the standard they an be most clearly expessed as
a.ininimum acceptable passing score on a test they have examined very carefully. This need
not be a paper and, pencil test; it could be a set of observation guides for judging adult
performance. ,.

Actual Test l'erformance oT Successful Adults. It is possible to bring together a
representative cross-section of adultsor a group of leading adultsand have them take the
minimum competency test. It is also possible Co send observers out to watch adultstypical
adults or leading adultsperform at college or on the job or at home and to judge their
actual performance by using rating scales.

The minimum'acceptable passing score can then be set by adopting the average score
or the lowest score or some other score of the adults taking the tests or being rated. The
scores can, of course, be analyzed to help in adopting the minimum acceptable passing
score. For example, scores obtained by adults holding marginal jobs can be rejected as too
low, given the fact that such jobs will disappear in future years and that a higher, level of
competence will be needed to succeed at work.

.

Acceptable Failure Rate. It is possisble to set a minimum acceptable. passing score
arbitrarily, depending upon the number of 'failures" the schools are able to handle.

For example, the schools May not be able to afford remedial attention for more than,
say ,10',7c of the students. Those schools should set the passing score low enough so that only
10% fail on first testing. Again, the school may be unable or unwilling to refuse promotion
or graduation to more than, say, 3% of the students on final testing. Those schools should
set the passing score low enough so that only 3% of the students fail on final testing.

Check your preferences,
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OPTION 6A

OPTION 6B n

^

1
e

Based on judgments by informed. adults
The most sensible standards can be arrived at by pooling
judgments, which takes into account multiple perspec-
tives on what it takes to succeed in further schooling
and/or later life.

The process of having a group of adults arrive' at stan-
dards by common agreement will improve mutual
understanding, mutual purposes, a`ndmost impor-
tantthe likelihood that the standards will be met.

Based on actual test performance
of successful ,adults

The most realistic standards can be set by testing the per-
formance of successful adults and setting the standards
accordingly.

No passing score can be cane* "minimum" if successful
adults cannot reach it. The actual performance of the'\,-
least successful adult is true minimum competency.

OPTION 6C ri Acceptable failure -.rate

On first testing
I%

On final testing
I%

3% 3%-
5% 0 5%

10% 10%
20% 20%

Higher Higher

o

The school must exert reasonable control over the task it
undertakes in making students competent. The only way
to control the size of that task is to establish an
acceptable failure rate based on actual 'experience with
competency tests.

Efforts ought to be directed to students at the very lowest
levels of performance. Only by setting an acceptable
failure rate can the school be 'sure to give help to ttiose
students who need it most.

e. 33
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FOR SCHOOLS OR FOR STUDENTS'?

Minimum competency testing is usually thought of as setting standards for individual
students. But standards ,could be set for entire schools instead. Thv. choice is extremely
important, partly because it determines how, the testing will be carried -out and partly
because it determines how the results can be used. There are at least 10 differences.

Test Difficulty. A test each student must pass must be easier than a test each school
must pass. For example, getting 70% of the test items correct might be a reasonable standard
for an individual student. An equally reasonable standard for aschool might be getting 70%
of the students to get,70% of the test items correct. It is far .harder for an individual student
to meet that standard than for a school to meet that standard. Thus, a more difficult:test can
be used ror the school.

Sampling. Testing a sample of students will be sufficient to determine whether the
school is performing satisfactorily, whereas each student must be tested to determine if he or
she is performing satisfactorily.

Reporting. Results for schools will be reported to the general public,whereas results
for individual students must be reported to each separate family.

Corrective Steps. Remedial efforts in the first case will be directed to the school
program, whereas remedial efforts in the second case must be directed to each student.

Y \ Costs. For those reasons, it will cost far less to establish competent performance by a

school than to establish competent performance by each student.

Who Gets Help. If standards are set for schools, many students may'go without help,
whereas if standards are set for students, each student must be helped.

Pressures on Teachers. Teachers will be under far less pressure if they are obligated to
get a majorityeven a large majorityof students to perform competently than if they are
obligated to get every single student to perform competently. c----

t t'ressUres on Students. Some students may escape presse entirely if other students
perform well enough to let the school meet its standard, whereas such students will not
escape pressure if they must each meet the standard. /

-Pressures on Parents. Similarly, some parents may escape pressure ikother parents
perform well enough to help the school meet its standard, whereas those same parents
cannot escape pressure if each family must meet the standard. ,

, .,

Political 1ction by the Incompetent. While the total community may rise to the attack
if a school is declared incompetent, only individual parents may rise to the attack if
individual children are declared incompetent. Total community action would he far more
powerful of course, but it is far less likely since schools are more likely than individual
students to meet standards.
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c17(;;Lir preferences.

lOPTION 7A El Scbool§

.OPTION 743

..

Applying standards to schdolg is a reasonable and con-
servative way to begin minimum competency testing.

The amount of energy and money needed to correct
school deficiencies will be far less than- that ,eeded to
:correct the individual student's deficiencies.'

Students
The entire idea is to help individual students. Correcting
school program shortcomings can still leave many
students unreached:

The attention of teachers, remedial specialists,
parentsand students themselvescan be focused on
individual cases far more readily than on entire programs
or whole schools.
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WHAT TO DO WITH THE INCOMPETENT?
There are six distincesteps'you can take once you locate incompetent students or in-

competent schools. Which is your choice?

Verify the Findings. You might give another test to be sure that the findings are
correct, especially if you have any doubt about the quality of the competency test itself or(abbut the attitude of the students when taking it or abo t the conditions under which it was
given., You might re-test immediately or wait until th same time next year. ..

Give More Chances.'You might simply notify studentsor schoolsthat they did
not perform well and that they will be given another chance to pass after time elapses. This
would be a reasonable step if you believe that those found incompetent will improv-e through
maturation or personal)itiative or help from family and' friends.

Lower the Standards. You might drop the minimum acceptable passing score low
enough so that those studentsor schoolsfirst declared incompetent are declared
competent. This would make sense if you feel that you made the passing score unrealistically'
high,the first time around. It would-also make sense if you could not handle the number of
incompetents identified by the first passing score.

Redesign Programs/Remediate Students. You might modify the school program to
make it more effecti'Ge. in reaching all studentsespecially those at the bottom of the
achit;vement scaleif you have set standards for schools. Similarly, you might proviste,
remedial help to individual students if you have set standards for them. Those steps make-
sense if you believe that the problem lies in the school program rather than in the
competency tests themselves.

Stop School Operations/Stop Student Advancement. You might suspend the
operations of the schoolor actually close itas a means of eliminating incompeterit
performance if you are dealing with schools. Similarly, you might refuse promotion or
graduation to students rather than move incompetents through the system or out of it into
the adult world. Those steps would make sense if you feel that the school program could not
be corrected or if there were too little time left to remediate student deficiencies before they
moved on to the next grave or left the system entirely..

Refuse Accreditation/Refuse Diploma. You might allow an incompetent school to
continue operating but refuse to accredA it. Similarly, you.might allow a student to graduate
but refuse to grant a diplotna, issuing a certificate of attendance instead. Those would be
reasonable steps if you feel that it would be impossible or not worthwhile to correct the
deficiencies or to prevent the school or person from continuing.

Check your preferences.

OPTION 8A

0

OPTION 8B

28
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Verify findings
Schools

Students

Given the laCk of experience with minimum competency
testing and the probability that the first tests may not be
trustworthy, verifying the findings by administering a
second test is fair and reasonable before going further.

Thoseridentified as incompetent will be less likely to over-
turn the findings if they are based on two testings.,

Live more chances to- pass
Schools

Students
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OPTION 8C

0.IJION 8D

OPTION 8E.

OPTION 8F
r

c

The first test serves to identify students who are npt per-
forming satisfa-ctarily so that teachers can help them.

The first test'serves to alert students and parents so that
they can arrange for help outside of schoolor simply
have the student try harder ,the second time.

LoWer standards
Schools

Students

It is unlikely that the correct minimum acceptable pass-
ing score can be established at firsteither by using adult
judgment or adult test performance oi. an arbitrary
standard. Moving the passing score downward is a
sensible adjustment until we learn what to expect,

Early expectatioroare likely to be unrealistically high, As
the time and costs of remediation become evident,
standards will have to move downward.

Redesign programs/remediate students
Schools

Students

The sole purpose of competency testing is to locate and
help the incompetent. That an only be done through
improving school programs and remediating deficient
students.

Only when that remedy has been exhausted should we
take other steps.

Stop school operations/
stop student advancement

SchoOls

O Students

The first step should be to prevent incompetent schools
or incompetent students from continuing as they are.
Nothing less will persuade them=and those responsible
for themthat they must improve.

Delaying this step will delay improvement and defeat the
purpose of minimum competency testing.

Refuse accreditation/refuse diploma
Schools

Students

The desire for accreditation on the part' of schools and
the desire for diplomas on the part of students are
sufficiently motivating to cause better performance if
they are withheld.

Granting accreditation or diplomas to t- he incompetent
serves notice to those further upstream that the purpose
of the testing is. not serious, that the standards are not
real, and that they need not be met.

4I 37 29
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QUESTIONNAIRE
for

Minimum Competency Testing- /

I
Copy 1 33
Copy 2 35
Copy 3 c..37

(Copies of the Questionnaire are perforated for easy removal and return.)

This is a two-page checklist of the issues and options for summarizing. the choices
made while reading the Discussion Guides. It allows the user to review the choices
made and compare (hem for consistency before turning them in. There are three
copies so that the user can answer more than one time.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
for

Minimum Competency Testing
Use this questionnaire to review and record your views and check them for completeness and
consistency before turning them in.

This is one of three identical perforated copies. Please use them according to instructions.

CHECK ONE OR MORE BOXES UNDER EACH OF THE EIGHT QUESTIONS. .4.4,

0 WHETHER COMPETENCY TESTING?
OPTION I A Minimum standards SHOULD be set.
OPTION I B M inimum standards SHOULD NOT be set
OPTION IC F urther study and discussion are needed.

WHAT COMPETENCIES?
OPTION 2A School subjects
OPTION 2B 0 Life areas
OPTION 2C
OPTION 2D
OPTION 2E

Basic skills

Basic skills applied in school subjects
Basic skills applied in life areas

0 HOW MEASURED?
OPTION 3A Paper and pencil tests for

School subjects

Life areas

Basic skills

Basic skills applied in school subjects

Basic skills applied in life areas

OPTION 3B School products and performances for
School subjects

Life areas

O Basic skills
O Basic 'skills applied in sc hool subjects

Basic skills applied in life areas

OPTION 3C Simulated performance situations for
Li School subjects

Life areas

¶1] Basic skills

O Basic skills applied in school subjects
Basic skills applied in life areas

OPTION 3D Actual performance situations for
School subjectsoat'
Life areas

Basic skills

Basicakillsapplied in school subjects
Basic skills applied in life areas

Copyright © 1978

Education Commission of the States
33
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Cs WHEN 'MEASURED?.
OPTION 4A During school

School subjects

Life areas,

Basic skills
Basic skills applied in school subjects
Basic skills applied in life areas

. OPTION 4B At the end of school
School subjects

Life areas
Basic skills

Li Basic skills applied in school subjects
Basic skills applied in life areas

J 0 HOW MANY MINIMUM'S?
OPTION 5A Single standard for all'
OPTION 5B Graduated standards according to

D Ability
Family background

OPTION 5C Differentiated standards according to
Special talents

. Speckil interests

Negotiated standards

"caalSCO

OPTION 51)

0 HOW HIGH THE
OPTION 6A
OPTilON 6B
OPTION 6C

MINIMUMS?
Based on judgments by informed adults
Based on actual test Performance of successful atrIc
Acceptable failure rate

On first testing
1%

On final testing
1%

3i 3%

5r0 5%

10% 10%

[3 20% ] 20%
.L1 Higher

0 FOR SCHOOLS OR FOR'STUDENTS?
OPTION 7A Schools

OPTION 7B Students

O

0, WHAT TO DO WITH THE INCOMPETENT?
°OPTION Verify findings
OPTION 8B Give more chances to pass

34

OPTION 8C
OPTION 8D
OPTION 8E
OPTION 8F

4!,

Lower standards
Redesign' Programs/remediate students
Stop school operations/stop student advancement
Refuse accreditation/refuse diploma

Developed for the Education Commission of the States
by Policy,Studies in Education

680 Fifth Aven6c, Ncw York. N Y 10019
A Division of the Academyfor Educational Development

Higher

Schools

0

Students
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QUESTIONNAIRE
for

Minimum Competency Testing
Use this questionnair to review and record your views and check them for completeness and
consistency before turn' g them in.

This is one of three identical perforated copies. Please use them according to instructions.

CHECK ONE OR MORE BOXES UNDER EACH OF THE EIGHT QUESTIONS.

OikHETHER COMPETENCY TESTING?
OPTION I A Minimum standards SHOULD be set.
OPTION 1B Minimum standards SHOULD NOT be set.
OPTION IC Further study and discussion are needed.

0 WHAT COMPETENCIES?
OPTION 2A School subjects *

OPTION 2B Life areas
OPTION 2C I3?asic skills

OPTION 2D 9 Basic skills applied in school subjects .

OPTION 2E Basic skills applied in life areas

0 HOW MEASURED?
OPTION 3A Paper and pencil tests for

School subjects
Life areas
Basic skills
Basic skills applied in school subjects

. Basic4ills applied in life areas
OPTION 3B Sc orproducts,and performances for

School subjects
0 Life areas

Basic skills
Basic skills applied in school subjects
Basic skills applied in life areas

.OPTION 3C -Simulated performance situations for
School subjects
Life areas
Basic skills
Basic skills applied in school subjects.
Basic skills applied in life areas

OPTION-3D Actual performance situations for
School subjects
Life areas

Basic skills
Basic skills applied in school subjects
Basic skills applied in life areas

c
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O WHEN MEASURED?
OPTION 4A During school

School subjects
Life areas

Basic skills

Basic skills applied in school subjects
Basic skills applied in life areas

OPTION 4B At the end of school

School subjects

Life areas

Basic skills

Basic skills applied in school subjects
Basic skills applied in life areas

HOW MANY MINIMUMS?
OPTION 5A Single standard for all
OPTION 5.13 Graduated standards according to

Ability
Family background

OPTION :5C Differentiated standards according to
Special talents

Speciil interests

OPTION 5D Negotiated standards

041/4'

0 HOW HIGH TVE MINIMUMS?
OPTION 6A
OPTION 6B

KOPTION 6C

Based on judgments by inform ed adults

Based on actual test performance of successful adults
, Accept'able failure rate

On first testing On final testing
,i% '0 1%
3% C.1 3%

5%
10%

AO Li 5 %1.
low

20% O 20%
Higher

CI FOR SCHOOLS OR FOR STUDENTS?
0 Schools

Students

OPTION 7A
OPTION 7B

0 WHAT TO DO. WITH THE INCOMPETENT?

36

OPTION 8A
' OPTION 8B

OPTION 8C
OPTION 8D
OPTION 8E
OPTION 8F

Verify findings
Give more chances to pass

Lower standards

Redesign programs/remediate students
Stop school operations/stop student advancement
Refuse accreditation/refuse diploma

42
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Higher

Schools Students



COPY 3

QUESTIONNAIRE

Minimum Competency Testing
Use this questionnaire to review and record your views and check them fdr completeneSs and,
consistency before turning them in. .

This is one of three identical perforated copies.' Please use them according to instructions.

CHECK ONE OR MORE BOXES UNDER EACH OF THE EIGHT QUESTIONS.

O WHETHER COMPETENCY TESTING?
OPTION IA Minimum standards SHOULD be set
OPTION I B Minimum standards SHOULD NOT be set.
OPTION IC Further study and discussion are needed:

HAT COMPETENCIES?
OPTION 2A School subjects
OPTION 2B Life areas
OPTION 2C
OPTION 2D
OPTION 2E

0 HOW MEASURED?
OPTION 3A

OPTION 3B

f
OPTION 3C

OPTION 3D

Basic skills

Basic skills applied in school subjects

Basic skills applied in life areas

Paper and pencil tests for

School subjects
Life areas

-0 Basic skills
13;asic skills applied in school subjects

Basic skills applied in life areas

School products and perf?rmances for
School subjects

Life areas

Basic skills

Basic skills applied in school subjects
(;) Basic skills applied in life areas

Simulated performance situations for
School subjects
Life areas

Basic skills

Basic skills applied in school subjects
Basic skills applied in life areas

Actual performance situations for
School subjects
Life areas

Basic skills

Basic skills applied' in school subjects
,' Basic skills applied in rife areas
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WHEN MEASURED?
OPTION 4A During school

School subjects

Life areas
13asic skills

asic skills applied in school subjects

Basic skills applied in life areas

OPTION 4B At the end of school
School subjects
Life areas

Basic skills\
Basic skills applied in school subjects
Basic skills applied in life areas

HOW MANY MINIMUMS?
OPTION 5A
OPTION 5B

OPTION 5C

OPTION 5D

O HOW HIGH THE
OPTION 6A
OPTION 6B
OPTION 6C

Single standard for all
Graduated standards according to

Ability
Family background

[j Differentiated standards according to
Special talents
Speciiil interests

.Negifiated standards

MINIMUMS?
Based on judgments by informed adults
Based on actual test performance of successful adults
Acceptable failure rate

On first testing On final testing
1% I%
3% 3%

. 5(70' 5%
10% I0%
20% 20%

Ll] Higher Higher

0 FOR SCHOOLS OR FOR STUDENTS?
OPTIOKIA . Schools

OPTION 7B Students

0 WHAT TO DO WITH THE INCOMPETENT?

38

OPTION 8A
OPTION 8B
OPTION 8C
OPTION 8D
OPTION 8E
OPTI0118F

Verify findings
Give more chances to pass

Lower standards
Redesign programs/rem'ediate students
Stop school operations/stoiistudent advancement
Refuse accreditation/refuse diploma
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Education Commission of the States

The Education Commission of the States is a nonprofit
organization formed by .interstate compact in 1966. Forty -six
states, American. Samoa, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands are
now members. Its goal. is to further, a working relationship
among governors, state legislators and. educators for thy, im-
provement of education. This report is an outcome of one of
many commission undertakings al all levels of education. The
commission offices are located at Suite 300, 1860 LinvIn
Street, Denver, Colorado 80295.

It is the policy of the Education Commission of the States to
take affirmative action to prevent discrimination in its policies,
programs and employment practices.
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